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hee hee there is no changes in that gud morning let me make a fresh install and see arvind_: ok. so which ubuntu version are you
running? 13.10 arvind_: there's not much to do for you, i've got the same version and i do not have issues. i have to thank you all
for your support arvind_: it's just a matter of "what you want". If I change my hard drive from a btrfs to a traditional partition,

will my linux install be erased? (not all data) simounet, you have to try so many things on your machine so many times that most
people dont know what to do (like unpartitioned space) simounet, i have tried this in 3 of my 4 machines is there any way to
back up my data, and then clean install? simounet, how did you manage to connect to the internet?? simounet, i have tried to

connect it using bridge but i couldnt arvind_: i'm not sure. It was a while ago. I did not try to configure my ethernet card. I just
installed Ubuntu from USB and never had to configure anything in particular. if the data on my drive is only on one partition

(the boot) I could use DD to clone it arvind_: I can do what I want. I'm not sure how I manage to connect to the internet.
arvind_: it could be "just a matter of time". It's better to be connected to the internet than not be. I've heard that btrfs can cause
issues. Should I convert to ext4? simounet, look for the nautilus plugin gvfs when you are on the network folder of your device

arvind_: You're right! I need to make the
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